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Lest we forget: books set during WW1   
 
 

 The absolutist, John Boyne 
The author of The Boy in Striped Pyjamas 

A narrative alternating between the start and end 

of WW1, looks at those returning home deeply 

traumatized to a country unable to cope with or 

indeed understand the repercussions of shell 

shock more commonly known today as PTSD:  

"Twenty boys. And only two came back. One 

who went mad and myself. But that doesn't mean 

we survived it. I don't think I did survive it. I may 

not be buried in a French field but I linger there"    

      

 

 

 

 

Memoirs of an Infantry Officer, Siegfried Sassoon 
Best known for his war poetry, here is Sassoon's 

fictionalized autobiography of the period between 

early spring, 1916 and summer, 1917. The narrative 

moves from the trenches to the Fourth Army School, 

to Morlancourt and a raid, then through the Somme. 

The mind of the narrator turns from unquestioning 

acceptance of the war and of the standards which it 

set up, to doubting the necessity of the seemingly 

endless slaughter. 

  

Testament of Youth, Vera Brittain 
Written by a woman approaching 40 who had 

spent some 17 years coming to terms with her 

singular experience of the first world war – as a 

girl, a fiancée, a feminist, a Voluntary Aid 

Detachment (VAD) nurse and, finally, as the 

sorrowing victim of intolerable grief. Testament of 

Youth, published in 1933, became a romantic 

memoir, and also a campaigning text for the idea 

that women and men should be treated equally. 

 Regeneration, Pat Barker 
Craiglockhart War Hospital, Scotland, 1917, and army 

psychiatrist William Rivers is treating shell-shocked 

soldiers. Under his care are the poets Siegfried 

Sassoon and Wilfred Owen, as well as mute Billy Prior, 

who is only able to communicate by means of pencil 

and paper. Rivers's job is to make the men in his 

charge healthy enough to fight. Yet the closer he gets 

to mending his patients' minds the harder becomes 

every decision to send them back to the horrors of 

the front. 

 

A range of books with issues of conscientious objection, emancipation, 
medical advances, showing air battles as well as trench warfare           

and the view from the German soldier. 



 Goodbye to all that, Robert Graves 
In 1929 Graves moved abroad, vowing 'never to make 

England my home again'. This is his account of his life up 

until that 'bitter leave-taking': from his childhood and 

unhappy school days to his duty as a young officer in 

WW1 that was to haunt him throughout his life. It contains 

memorable encounters with fellow writers and poets, 

including Siegfried Sassoon & Thomas Hardy. Goodbye to 

All That, with its harrowing descriptions of the Western 

Front, is a classic war document, and is also one of the 

most candid self-portraits of an artist ever written. 
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Birdsong, Sebastian Faulks 
1910. Amiens, France: Stephen, a young Englishman, 

arrives to stay with the Azaire family where he falls in love 

with unhappily married Isabelle. But the relationship 

falters when Stephen volunteers to fight on the Western 

Front and enters the unimaginable dark world beneath 

the trenches of No Man’s Land. Birdsong is an 

exceptionally moving and unforgettable portrait of the 

ruthlessness of war and the indestructability of love.  

 All quiet on the Western Front, Erich Maria Remarque 

Paul, the 'new boy' becomes the hardened veteran as 

one by one he sees his 'pals' killed or incurably wounded 

on the front line. He realises the difficulty he and his 

contemporaries will have integrating into new Germany 

when the war is over. The people back home have no 

concept of what is happening on the front line. A German 

viewpoint but one felt worldwide and still relevant today. 
 First Casualty, Ben Elton 

Detective Douglas Kingsley, a conscientious objector, is 

sent to France to secure a conviction. Forced to conduct 

his investigations amidst the hell of The 3rd Battle of Ypres, 

Kingsley soon discovers that both the evidence and the 

witnesses he needs are quite literally disappearing into 

the mud that surrounds him. This gut-wrenching drama 

explores some fundamental questions: What is murder? 

What is justice in the face of unimaginable daily 

slaughter? 

 

 

All items are available in the school library  

                          
You are welcome to contact the Library Ladiez at 

librarystaff@backwellschool.net 
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